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Holiness Not Optional 
Acts 4:32-5:11


Prayer… 

What comes to mind when you think of holiness? 


	 If you google search the word “holiness” 


	 	 and see the various images that pop up 


	 	 	 you’ll find beautiful sunsets or sunrises 


	 	 	 	 with the light shining past the clouds;


	 	 	 	 	 you’ll see some crosses, 


	 	 	 	 	 	 or people praying with hands lifted up.


Ultimately, when we think of holiness


	 the most popular ideas that come across is


	 	 a spectacular scenery


	 	 	 or the things we do that seem overly “Christian-y.”


But the word “holy,” 


	 in its basic meaning, means “set apart.”


	 	 It’s like those old Smarties commercials:


	 	 	 “When you eat your Smarties do you 


	 	 	 	 eat the red ones last?”
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Sure it was a marketing tactic


	 but what the company did was make the red smarties, 


	 	 holy from the rest; set apart; different.


Just like fine china plates


	 that are only to be used when the Queen comes to visit.


	 	 Functionally, they aren’t different 


	 	 	 from the ones we use everyday;


	 	 	 	 decoratively they might be a bit different 


	 	 	 	 	 but that isn’t going to change 


	 	 	 	 	 	 one’s dining experience.


Nevertheless, 


	 they are set apart; different; holy.


- - -


In our passage we get a glimpse of the holiness of the Church.


	 We see in our passage a glimpse of what a community looks like


	 	 when the reality of Easter — the reality of the resurrection —


	 	 	 the breaking in of hope, 


	 	 	 	 takes hold of a group of people


	 	 	 	 	 and begins to put things the right way.


	 Our passage shows us the consequences of that hope,
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	 	 in that here we have a community


	 	 	 that loves each other so radically


	 	 	 	 that trying to live in it some other way 


	 	 	 	 	 than resurrection hope is 


	 	 	 	 	 	 a life or death situation.


As we move forward 


	 we’re going to look at God’s Covenant Community (vv. 32-37)


	 	 then look at the contrasting case studies in 5:1-10


	 	 	 and finish off with what the Church is now (v. 11).


In that exploration


	 I hope we’ll come to see that hope breaks through 

by Christians living in the reality  

of God making all things new 

which frees us from needing to control life  

around us. 

COVENANTCOMMUNITY (ACTS4:32-37) 

As we approach these final verses of chapter 4


	 we may feel a slight deja vu from chapter 2:
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32 All the believers were one in heart and mind. No one 

claimed that any of their possessions was their own, but they 

shared everything they had. (NIV) 33 And with great power the 

apostles were divine their testimony to the resurrection of the 

Lord Jesus, and great grace was upon them all. (ESV) 

Why does Luke tell us this again


	 when it wasn’t too long that he referenced all of this


	 	 just after the first major revival at Pentecost?


The answer is in verse 34 


	 and the fact that it’s steeped in Old Testament prophecy.


	 	 There was not a needy person among them…


N.T. Wright points out


	 the connection with Deuteronomy 15


	 	 which refers to the Year of Cancelling debts:
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At the end of every seven years you shall grant a 

release…every creditor shall release what he has lent 

to his neighbour. 
1

But more to the point,


Deut 15:4 states, …there will be no needy person among you, 

because the Lord is sure to bless you in the land that the Lord 

your God is giving you.


Wright says,


“[The early Christians] saw themselves as the ‘covenant community’ in 

whom God’s promises were coming true.. And among these promises 

we find Deuteronomy, which speaks of what life will be like when God 

finally establishes his people.”  
2

Deuteronomy lists out all the attributes of God’s covenant community.


	 These were the “Laws” that Israel was to live by


	 	 so that the world might know


	 	 	 that they are YHWH’s holy nation & kingdom of priests.


 c.f. Deuteronomy 15:1-41

 Wright, N.T. Acts for Everyone. Part 1. (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2008), 75.2
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This ties in significantly with the Temple


	 but we’ll address that in a moment.


Right now let’s keep following our text


	 as we encounter two contrasting case studies


	 	 of Barnabas and Ananias & Sapphira.


CONTRASTINGCASESTUDIES (ACTS4:36-5:10) 

In Acts 2 we heard that some 


	 sold property to give to anyone who had need (2:45)


	 	 but in 4:36 Luke gives us an actual example:


	 	 	 Joseph, who was also called…Barnabas (which  

means son of encouragement)…


This is the same Barnabas who later joins Paul on his missionary journey


	 and they start their journey at his Gentile town of Cyprus.


	 	 So Barnabas comes from a Gentile town 
3

	 	 	 but he’s a Levite - a member of the priestly clan of Israel.


Luke intentionally tells of Barnabas’ story


 Actually an island just north west from the Promised Land.3
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	 because he’s the perfect bridge between 


	 	 Israel’s history and Israel’s future.


But let’s continue on 


	 and encounter the second case study.


Ananias and his wife Sapphira also have a property


	 that they sell and bring some of the proceeds to the apostles.


Now, at first glance this is an extremely generous thing to do


	 and so we may be surprised at how the story ends.


	 	 In fact some may use this passage 


	 	 	 to argue how God is vindictive and judgmental 


	 	 	 	 and the very reason why you shouldn’t 


	 	 	 	 	 believe in Christianity; 


	 	 why would you want to worship a God 


	 	 	 who strikes down generous people 


	 	 	 	 without giving them a chance to say sorry?


However, those who argue this


	 don’t fully understand what’s going on here.
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The key to understanding this incident 


	 is in 5:4 where Peter states,


While [the land] remained unsold, did it not remain your own? 

And after it was sold, was it not at your disposal? Why is it 

that you have contrived this deed in your heart? You have not 

lied to men but to God.  

You see had Ananias simply sold his property


	 and decided “This is the amount I will bring to the apostles”


	 	 and be honest about that, everything would have been fine.


Even if Ananias had decided not to sell the property


	 but to keep it for himself and his family


	 	 that too would have been fine.


There was no expectation for members of the church


	 to sell property and give it to the needy.


	 	 This was a spectacular and unordinary thing to do


	 	 	 (just as it is today, and I’m blown away 


	 	 	 	 that people do in fact still do this).
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But Ananias, 


	 longing to be seen as righteous, generous and equal to Barnabas, 


	 	 decides to lie about his offering while maintaining 


	 	 	 some of the profits of the sale. 


In other words, 


	 he tries to have it both ways: 


	 	 be seen as generous and 


	 	 	 keep some coin away for a rainy day. 


The problem with that


	 is addressed in Jesus’ parable: 


no one can serve two masters…You cannot serve both God 

and mammon.  4

In Ananias’ case,


	 he cared more about what people thought of him


	 	 than what God thought of him.


The same is true of Sapphira.


	 She cared more about being seen 


	 	 as the righteous family who helped the needy 


 c.f. Matthew 6:244
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	 	 	 than being honest about their offering to God.  


And so both of them receive an immediate judgment 


	 that isn’t typically found in the Bible,


	 	 but nevertheless makes us uncomfortable.


Where’s the opportunity for repentance?


	 Saul (who murdered Christians) gets a chance to repent, 


	 	 why wouldn’t this couple?


The answer lies in the connection to the Temple 


	 (which I mentioned earlier).


Luke is describing something very significant about the Church


	 by contrasting Barnabas and Ananias & Sapphira’s accounts.


The immediate judgment of Ananias and Sapphira


	 as I said before, is not overly common in the Bible.


	 	 However there are a few instances where we do encounter


	 	 	 such immediate judgment from God:


• Leviticus 10:1-2 — “Nadab and Abihu, the sons 

of Aaron, each took his censer and put fire in it 
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and laid incense on it and offered unauthorized 

fire before the LORD, which he had not 

commanded them. And fire came out from before 

the LORD and consumed them and they died 

before the LORD.”


• Joshua 7 - Achan takes some of the plunder of Ai 

that was meant to be devoted to God. Achan and 

his family die for this.


• 2 Chronicles 26 - King Uzziah enters the temple 

and offers God incense on the altar as an offering 

but does so without the priests. For this he is 

struck with leprosy until the day he died.


All of these passages puzzle us today


	 because we think them unjust.


	 	 But the point of these passages are to convey something else:


	 	 	 God’s holiness.


Even 2 Samuel 6:7 


	 where Uzzah sees the ark of the covenant becoming unbalanced,


	 	 he reaches out to stabilize it and drops dead


	 	 	 because God said anyone who touches the ark 
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	 	 	 	 would die.


These passages reveal the otherness of God;


	 the set apartness of God;


	 	 God is special; different; holy, holy, holy.


These passages can’t be unjust


	 because a Just God had instructed His People


	 	 to live a certain way;


	 	 	 a way that would reflect His holiness.


It is when God’s People deviate from that way


	 and end up belittling God’s holiness


	 	 that such passages are found.


[If we’re feeling depressed over this,


	 praise be to God that we have a Saviour


	 	 who wraps us in His holiness,


	 	 	 so that we might be seen righteous and holy before God].


N.T. Wright comments again,


“We don’t like these stories, of course, any more than we like Acts 5, 

but we can’t have it both ways. If we watch with excited fascination as 
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the early church does wonderful healings, stands up to the bullying 

authorities, makes converts to right and left, and lives a life of 

astonishing property-sharing, we may have to face the fact that if you 

want to be a community which seems to be taking the place of 

the Temple of the living God you mustn’t be surprised if the living 

God takes you seriously, seriously enough to make it clear that 

there is no such thing as cheap grace. If you invoke the power of 

the holy one, the one who will eventually right all wrongs and sort out 

all cheating and lying, he may just decide to do some of that work 

already, in advance.” 
5

The issue with Ananias and Sapphira 


	 is the deception.


	 	 To lie is paint reality in a way you want


	 	 	 rather than the way it is.


What the passage doesn’t leave space for


	 is describing what life would’ve been like in that community


	 	 had they allowed the deception slide.


	 	 	 If the church allowed such false realities to influence 


 (Wright, 80).5
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	 	 	 	 its mission and purpose in the world, 


	 	 	 	 	 it would be the death of the whole community 


	 	 	 	 	 	 and not just those doing the deceiving.


But if the Church truly is the New Temple —


	 to be the place where heaven and earth intersect;


	 	 to be that set apart, other, special and holy space 


	 	 	 where people meet the Living God —


	 	 	 	 then holiness is not an option.


“To name the name of Jesus


	 and to invoke the holy spirit,


	 	 is to claim to be the Temple of the living God,


	 	 	 and that is bound to have consequences.” 
6

	 	 	 	 (i.e. living a set apart life from the rest of the world).  

And so 11…great fear came upon the whole church and upon all who 

heard of these things.


What’s significant here


	 is that this is the first time in Acts 


	 	 that we encounter the word “church.”


 ibid., 81.6
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This is significant 


	 because it is only after we wrestle with the Christian community


	 	 stepping into the role of the Temple


	 	 	 that we encounter the word “church.”


	 	 	 	 Ekklasia (literally those “called out”).


TODAY


So where is hope breaking through?


	 Our hope is We can live in the reality  

of God making all things new,  

freeing us from needing to control life  

around us.


And that need to control life


	 is exactly what separated Barnabas from Ananias & Sapphira.


The decision to deceive (to lie)


	 denies reality as it is 


	 	 and tries to control or paint reality 


	 	 	 the way we want it to be.


In other words,
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	 it’s our attempt at playing god.


	 	 We don’t like our life the way it actually is,


	 	 	 so we lie to others to make it seem better than is reality.


	 	 We don’t want to be seen as mean


	 	 	 so we lie about reasons why we couldn’t go out 


	 	 	 	 with so and so or why we dodged their call.


	 	 We don't want to be seen as exclusive


	 	 	 so we’ll just not talk about the uncomfortable passages 


	 	 	 	 in the Bible and hope people won’t notice.


	 	 We don’t want to be vulnerable in front of others


	 	 	 so we puff ourselves up with bible knowledge 


	 	 	 	 to have enough talking points to avoid vulnerability.


Everyone has deceived at some point or another


	 and a lot of times we don’t think much of it


	 	 (we can’t see any significant consequences of it).


But as the Church — as members of the community


	 where God chooses to dwell and intersect heaven and earth through


	 	 — we are “called out” to be different; set apart; holy.


And so like Barnabas,
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	 we’re freed from needing to control life.


	 	 We’re free to deny the things this world tells us we need 


	 	 	 to be happy, fulfilled, or successful.


Instead we’re freed to be hopeful


	 that God is in control 


	 	 and that He’s putting everything right again


	 	 	 (starting with ourselves).


We’re freed to live as an example of that freedom;


	 to show the world that fulfillment isn’t found 


	 	 in the next thing, job or relationship.


	 	 	 It’s found in a holy, Living God


	 	 	 	 who longs to put everything in your life right again.


Amen.



